
Scrutiny Comments on Modification to Mining Plan with PMCP of magnesite and 
Dunite Mines over an area of 622.69 Ha Karuppur, 90 (P) of Vellakkalpatti, 3/1(P) and 
6/2A of Mallamoopanpatti Village, Omalur Taluk of Salem District, Tamil Nadu of M/s 
SRCL (formally M/s Burn Standard company Limited).(date of Inspection-04/10/2018) 
1)    General: 
The mobile no of the Lessee should be mentioned and correct Mine code is to be mentioned. 
 2) page-26 in mine development it is mentioned the Review of mining instead of review of mining 
Plan. 
3) Page-31- the status of violation is to be rechecked. 
 4) Page -31- Reason of modification is be given. 
5) Page-41- the proposed borehole is to be proposed from year 2019-20 as the E.C is not there. 
The table given in page-41 is required only in page-43-44. 
6) page-45 table-13- the reserve has been brought down significantly hence proper justification 
with respect of earlier mine plan is to be  given. 
7)Page- 46-Total reserve in all the category wise as per UNFC is to be given. 
 8)page-45- separate totalling of each block is to be done. 
9) page-93- it is mentioned that the waste material will be loaded in tippers by manual loading . 
hence calculation for manpower requirement is to be given. 
10)page-95 & 96- the dump quantity taken into consideration is the future rejects whereas the 
present dump quantity is to be included in the proposed dump quantity in life of mine. 
 11)page-103- as discussed during field visit the barren ground which has not been drilled as per 
UNFC classification no dumping should be made and further the proposal of  boreholes should be 
given for establishing the reserve quality and quantity.(accordingly the plates should be changed). 
12)page-112- There is no quality of top soil removed for the modified mining plan period should 
be replaced by quantity instead of Quality.  

  
13)page-113- SUMMARY OF YEARWISE PROPOSAL FOR PROGRESSIVE RECLAMATION PLAN FOR 
THE YEAR 2018-19 and 2019-20 in the table-22 & 23 the actual should be kept blank. 
14) page-138- the selling price of Magnesite should be checked and corrected calculation is to be given. 
15) Page127- the proposed borehole is to be given for Block-1 & 2 as discussed during the field visit for 
systematically assess the reserve and production planning. 
16) page-151-152- the proposal for garland drain all along the dumps is to be given and the same should be 
marked in all the relevant plates. 

  
Plates:-      1) Plate-V of block-1-projection of all the bore holes should be given in all cross-section plates. 

2)       Plate:-III of Block 1- the proposed bore hole is to be given near section line X1-Y1,X2-Y2 
ETC towards northern side of the hills. 
3)       Plate-IV of block-1- the proposed dumping area is to be given in separate colour in Dump 
VII and VIII as marked in Plate:-III of Block 1. 
4)       Plate-VI and VI-A of block-1- The dumping in the northern side of the lease area should not 
be made until the reserve is estimated after proposed drilling. 
5)     Plate-V of block-2- The UPL is to be shown after leaving the 7.5 meter barrier as it is shown 
by leaving the dumping, it has to be changed. projection of all the bore holes should be given in 
all cross-section plates. 
6)       Plate-VI and VI-A of block-2-the proposed dumping area is to be given in separate colour. 
7)       Plate-VII of block-2- In Cross-section the year wise planning of 2016-17,17-18 is also given 
whereas in text it is mentioned as completed year of ROMP. 
8)       Plate-XI of block-2 AND PLATE-VII of Block-III- The UPL is to be shown after leaving the 
7.5 meter barrier as it is shown by leaving the dumping, it has to be changed. projection of all the 
bore holes should be given in all cross-section plates. 
9)    PLATE-VII of Block-III and plate-IV of Block-4- The UPL is to be shown after leaving the 7.5 
meter barrier only and after the drilling in G1 category is done the same may be marked. 

   
Annexure:- 1) In  consent letter/undertaking the name of the Authorized  person signing the 

undertaking should be mentioned.  
2) the excel sheet of all the calculation is to be provided in the CD. 
3) List of Board of Directors and Resolution passed for authorised signatory for the document. 


